
Turn your 3D Tour into  
a lead capture machine!
Seamlessly transform your iGUIDE listing 
with the iGUIDE Lead Magnet. Offer a 
sneak peek of your property listing via 
the iGUIDE teaser view and encourage 
potential buyers to complete the form, 
requesting access to the iGUIDE  
detailed view.

Gather listing feedback, qualified leads  
and an easy-to-use engagement 
experience on every one of your listings  
by using the iGUIDE Lead Magnet today!  

Connect with more  
potential buyers using  
iGUIDE Lead MagnetLEAD MAGNET

How it works:

Your iGUIDE Service Provider 
creates two views of your 

iGUIDE 3D Virtual Tour 
(teaser and detailed). 

Prospects are shown the 
iGUIDE teaser view and 

complete a form to request 
access to the detailed view.

Leads are delivered to  
your inbox without having  

to lift a finger.
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The iGUIDE Lead Magnet is a quick and simple way to connect with interested buyers and prospects.  
It instantly captures their details and makes the connection.

We’ve built it with you in mind. During peak seasons, use the automated response to provide everything 
buyers need without missing a beat. They’ll get the information they’re looking for in seconds and an 
introduction is made each time! Alternatively, use a custom response for a more tailored approach with 
an offer to book a Virtual Showing or preview a more detailed iGUIDE 3D Virtual Tour.

You’re in control, each iGUIDE can be customized to fit your listing needs. 

Get feedback from  
buyers 24/7!

Interested prospects can 
connect with you directly via 
your iGUIDE 3D Virtual Tour.

Level up your listing reports 
and include real-time 
feedback from buyers.

Boost your digital footprint, 
making your online listing 
more discoverable to 
potential buyers. 

Easy access

Real-time feedback

Lead Gen

With the iGUIDE Lead Magnet,  
you can expect:

Click here or scan 
to learn more about the 
iGUIDE Lead Magnet

A more immersive listing experience 

An accelerated buying process

Faster network growth

To deliver valuable feedback to 
your sellers

A 24/7 virtual open house  
and lead generation machine 
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